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Abstract—The electricity exchange include the uncertainty
of many aspects, e.g. energy demand. The techniques to risk
management used widely in financial markets must be adopted,
because of differences between electricity and other products.

The uncertainty in presented approach is modelled by random
variables, described by probability density function or probability
distribution. Risk management involve the measurement of many
instruments, such as the uncertainty of energy consumption,
energy price, CO2 certificates price etc. The model includedmost
of technical and economical aspects is created and is resolved
numerically by Monte Carlo simulations.

The changes in time are modelled by the stochastic processes,
the calculations includes the prediction of the time valuesusing
the auto-regressive models and/or the memory based methods
and figure the linear statistical dependencies (correlations).
The system provides portfolio management methods, including
optimisation of the portfolio, given technical and economical
restrictions.

The genetic algorithm is used to find the global optimum, then
the hill climbing (local optimisation) improves the result.

I. I NTRODUCTION

The electricity exchange include the uncertainty of many
aspects, e.g. energy demand [1], [2], [3]. The techniques torisk
management used widely in financial markets must be adopted,
because of differences between electricity and other products
[4], [5]. The main difference is connected with equality
between demand and supply. The power, which is produced
by suppliers (power plants), must be used immediately by
consumers because the frequency in grid must be stable.
This simple dependency from physics field causes a lot of
problems from financial modeling point of view, especially in
short-term period of time. Due to lack of efficient methods
of energy storage all ISOs (Independent System Operator)
have implemented additional mechanisms of refunding the
system stabilization – so called balancing market. Additionally,
the ISOs costs have influence on market prices and gives
some indicators to risk managing. The market player simple
behavior could attach only selling (or buying) electricityto
(from) balancing market. Trading strategy is simple when the
price is known at transaction closing, but in vast majority
of cases this knowledge is unknown before committing the
transaction. The price could be found using price forecasting
models, but usually the balancing market price is the worst
on mature markets. It means the better prices from purchaser
and supplier points of view could be achieved on different
markets: bilateral (individual agreements between consumer
and supplier), exchange (using power exchange transactions),
or free market turnover (using energy trading Internet plat-

forms). And the point is: the better portfolio you are able
to construct the higher figures you are able to achieve. The
portfolio ingredients include the risk management.

Presented approach to risk managing on energy markets
include coincidence between risk indicators on power and
financial markets. At the first sight the buyer is a source of
risk – especially when we are considering the cash flow and
payment risk. Then to avoid bad debts and payment problems
typical financial rules of insurance are used: deposits, insur-
ance guarantees etc. Moreover, the maximum of the financial
volume in transactions is fixed and restricted – nobody can
pass it without special permission. It means that all income
from the transactions is determined and had a upper limit. That
approach cause the reduction of risk of customer to minimum –
i.e. set the proper payment period so that when problem occurs
the supplier can used the guaranties to cover actual charges.
And that kind of practices are widely used in financial risk
management. When the customer risk is minimized (including
payment problems) the larger game of profit maximization
is starting. This is the every business basics: buy cheap
to sell dear. This rules is adopted towards any markets –
including energy. And when we are looking more profound
into transaction details then that simple rule emerges. Typical
situation form the trader point of view starts from tender (call,
email or some other communication medium) concerns a few
numbers: how much energy is in scope and what is the price.
In general of course – because energy offers are little bit
complicated and includes terms of delivery, time of delivery
and periods (peek, off peek etc.). On mature wholesale markets
some basic products are fixed – and energy is exchanging
using it. But all offers has to be split into single period of
time specific for energy market (typical single period of time
is equal 15 minutes in some markets or 1 hour) despite the
fact that tender either concerns 1 trading day or 1 trading year.

So when somebody is buying 10 MW base stripe European
peek in working days trough 1 month (let say June 2011)
in Poland it means per each period from Monday till Friday
for every single hour from 8.00AM to 8.00PM volume 10
MWh energy is buying. And the total amount of energy is
2640 MWh (22 days in June 2011 x 12 hours per each day
x 10MWh per each hour). The same contract is perceived in
completely different ways. It depends on participants roleon
energy market. Thus he is interesting in minimization of the
average price – then it could be said that form the buyers
perspective he manages the price risk. On the other hand
somebody who is in charge of production required amount
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of energy is the owner of volume risk in vast majority of
cases. Because the production cost is known (simplifying
assumption – the cost curve of generation is known) then to
maximize income (and profit) the supplier should produce as
much energy as he can. Thus the statement could be used form
the suppliers perspective he manages the volume risk.

Finally on energy markets a lot of trading companies are
existing. And they are owners of both types of risk. They
interests are simple as business is – maximization of profit
which is some derivative from turnover. Thus natural method
of risk managing is speculation. Using availability of: markets,
energy products, time zones shift traders are trying to find
the best offers to maximize the portfolio profit. When the
portfolios risk of volume is not exist (we are buying the same
amount of energy than were selling) and portfolios profit is
higher than some minimum, assumed profit then we won the
game. So much for the theory says.

In reality it could be very hard to find in the same tame
sufficient number of ”long” and ”short” transactions with
sufficient price spread. If yes – then we are the lucky winners,
if not – then risk factor emerges. To describe the possible
scenarios well use our upper example: somebody wants to buy
10 MW base stripe European peek trough June 2011. And the
average price is 49e/MWh. But today it is 22nd February and
we do not have what will the price be on June. Our possible
answers are presented below:

• when we are able to find short position of forward
contract on June 2011 on exact amount of energy when
the price is lower than 49e/MWh we are commit the both
transactions and earning on price’ spread with avoiding
the risk,

• when we could nott find the right contract then our answer
depends on our strategy:

– the ”long” position is rejected - so we do nothing
with our portfolios profit but avoid the risk,

– the ”long” position is accepted (no matters of reason
why the offer was accepted) but there are lack of
”short” positions and portfolio is under risk.

This example focus attention on meaning of word risk. Word
has some negative background and associates with money loss
but it should be perceived as some probability of earning or
losing. In examples context unbalancing the portfolio gives us
a promise of more profits (on the contract in question), when
the price decrease or some loss when the price increase above
44 e/MWh.

Our software is trying to find good opportunities to earning
when the risk is unavoidable. Our idea is – the portfolio
should be described by at least 2 factor: minimal profit from
portfolio and maximum risk factor for it. This approach creates
space for open trading which makes peoples behavior more
creative in daily transactions. Nowadays many traders haveto
avoid any risk in transactions because they have to be incline
with company risk strategy. In our approach they could have
opportunities to earn more money under controllable risk.

The energy volume is known but the question is: what is

the price of single MWh.
The risk management was divided in short-term (e.g. daily),

middle-term (e.g. monthly) and long-term (e.g. annually) mod-
els, where the values at higher level became the limits for
the lower level planning or calculations. The final results are
presented using typical risk measures e.g. value at risk.

II. R ISK CALCULATIONS

The computer system with risk modeling was developed
using the models presented below [6], [7]. The uncertainty in
presented approach is modeled by random variables, described
by probability density function and/or cumulative distribution
function.

A. Random variables

The four types of continuous probability values are avail-
able:

• the degenerate distribution, i.e. distribution with cumula-
tive distribution function

d(x) =

{

0 for x ≤ x0

1 for x > x0

• the normal distribution, parametrized byµ (mean) andσ
(standard deviation)

• the continuous uniform distribution, parametrized by
xmin and xmax, with probability density functionu(x)
given below.

u(x) =

{

1

xmax−xmin

for xmin ≤ x < xmax

0 for x < xmin or x ≥ xmax

• general continuous distribution. This distribution is rep-
resented by segments, set ofn disjoint uniform distribu-
tions. The example of probability density functionh(x)
is shown in Fig. 1.
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pn for xn
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0 for x < x1
min or x ≥ xn
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The general continuous distribution is given by user or
created automatically e.g. from histogram generated by
Monte Carlo calculations. Thepi factors are normalized.

∫ +∞

−∞

h(x) dx =
n
∑

i=1

pi(xi
max − xi

min) = 1

The expressions using random variables are created to
model technical and/or economical aspects. For example the
contract may contain the volume described by random variable
of given probability density, to model the uncertainty of the
amount and/or the price per MWh – to describe the uncertainty
of the price.



Fig. 1. The general continuous distribution, screen-shootfrom presented computer program

B. Monte Carlos simulations

The expressions using random variables are resolved nu-
merically by Monte Carlo simulations [8]. The simulation is
parametrized by the accuracy i.e. number of steps when Monte
Carlo is performed. The step includes the calculation of value
of each random variable (draw) and the calculation of value
of expression. Result of Monte Carlo simulation is the general
continuous distribution, where the length of each segmentsis
the same. The length of segmentǫ is approximated by (1),

ǫ =
σ√

n ∗ N0,1(3)
(1)

where:
N0,1 is the pdf of normal distribution
n is the number of steps in Monte Carlo
σ is standard deviation of result distribution.

The standard deviation of result distribution for expression
v is approximated by (2), given the approximated parameters
(µ andσ) of sub-expression.

σ2 =

{

σ2
a + σ2

b wherev = va + vb
µ2
a ∗ σ2

b + µ2
b ∗ σ2

a + σa ∗ σb wherev = va ∗ vb
(2)

The expression to calculate the mean and standard deviation
for supported variable types are given in Tab. I.

C. Time-series predictions

The transactions in energy markets are made on future
periods of time. The prices in future are not known, this is
also the risk factor in described transactions. To estimateof
energy prices and/or energy amounts the set of algorithms
are proposed. These algorithms, supplied by presented system,
base on historical data, are described below.

The changes in time are modeled by the stochastic pro-
cesses, represented by time series, a collection of couples(time
stamp, value). During calculations time series is sampled to
obtain samples at equal intervals, using linear approximation
of the two closest elements, as showed in Fig. 2.

The two prediction algorithms are used: using the auto-
regressive models and/or the memory based method. Auto-
regressive model AR of orderp (called AR(p)) calculates the

presentdelta
0 1-1 2

time n

Fig. 2. Linear approximation of time series to obtain samples at equal
intervals. The interval length is denoted delta, the present time-stamp is
represented by 0, the past by negative integrals, the prediction by positive
integrals.

prediction based on the history, using (3), wherev(t) is the
value at timet, αi are parameters of the model.

v(t) =

p
∑

i=1

αiv(t− i) (3)

The memory based algorithm finds the closest (to the refer-
ence) sequence in past and then calculates the prediction. The
algorithm is depicted in Fig. 3. In general case thek closest
sample sequences are considered, the prediction is the average
of them.

Presented algorithms are used to determine of unknown
values based on historical data. This approach allows to find
the trends and periodic changes of prices and/or amounts in
energy market, therefore allows specify the risk of portfolio.

D. Portfolio optimization

The system provides portfolio management methods, in-
cluding optimization of the portfolio, given technical and
economical restrictions. The genetic algorithm is used to find
the global optimum, then the hill climbing (local optimization)
improves the result.

Optimization algorithms uses the Monte Carlo simulation
to calculate the fitness function. Therefore the portfolio may
contain the parameters modeled by random variables, e.g.
uncertain prices and/or uncertain amounts.

The best solution is calculated at given value of risk (e.g. at
5% risk). The small values indicates the safer transactionsare
considered in portfolio. The greater values of given value of



name parameters µ σ

degenerate distribution x0 x0 0
normal distribution µ, σ µ σ
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√
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√
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√
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TABLE I
THE MEAN AND STANDARD DEVIATION FOR SUPPORTED RANDOM DISTRIBUTIONS

reference

block

a)

b)

c)

reference

block

most

similar

most

similar
prediction

Fig. 3. Memory based prediction algorithm. For given reference block (a),
find the closest sample sequence in the history (b). The prediction corresponds
to the closest sample (c), the following samples are used.

risk for optimization – more profit (an more risky) portfolio
is proposed.

III. I MPLEMENTATION

The comprehensive system of risk manager was developed
in Web Application architecture, depicted in Fig. 4 and in
[9]. The user require only Web Browser with Adobe Flash
Player plug-in, the graphical user interface allow to manage
the stored data about clients (contracts, energy consumption,
profiles, limits), energy price, CO2 certificates price, fuel
prices, calendars and perform the calculations: predict the
prices, optimize the contract portfolio, calculate the production
costs, etc. The Fig. 5 shows the calendar manager containing
the type of day (working days, free days, bridge days), used
in energy consumption prediction algorithms.

The SCRUM framework was used for managing product
development, the 3 weeks sprint cycle was established. The
backlog containing about 400 items were used. The calcula-
tions i.e. optimization, simulation and prediction algorithms

server

client
Web Browser

database

(sqlite)

calculation

library (C++)

application

server

(django)

server WWW

(lighttpd)

user interface

(Adobe Flex)

Internet

Fig. 4. The architecture of presented computer program. Theserver
uses django framework, relational database and specialized multithreaded
calculation library. The client uses Web browser with AdobeFlash Player.

Fig. 5. The calendar manager with types of days, the example screen from
application.

are implemented in shared library using C++. The server
based on Django Web Framework provides all functionality
and stores objects in relational database. The graphical user
interface uses Adobe Flex software development kit. The size
of the source code, reported by http://cloc.sourceforge.net,



is 8k (calculation library), 32k (server), 32k(graphics user
interface). Over 200 unit tests are created using boost test
library, unittest and flexunit.

IV. RESULTS

When the background is known then we would like to
simulate assumptive energy market transactions and compare
traditional and our approach to sign the transactions. The
minimum limit of portfolios profit (comes from company
policy) is known and equal 8000e. Example: You are the
trader in one of the biggest European trading company. And
your first transaction was describe in introduction to this
article. Our client wants to buy an energy in European peek
in June 2011. Total volume of contract amounts 2640 MWh
(22 days in June 2011 x 12 hours per each day x 10MWh per
each hour), as depicted in Fig. 6.

Fig. 6. The contract representation in the application.

SCENARIO 1: Client is asking us about price.

1) To find a good price were starting checking the energy
prices in short transactions on the market. Three offers
are matching our need and we are finding the best and
the worst just to creates the alternatives for bidding. And
those values (as average price) start from 45eto 50e.

2) The higher price (50eper MWh) is presented to the
buyer

3) The final price from the customer (as the answer on
our proposal) is 48eper MWh and the transaction is
finalized (Fig. 6).

The risk does not exists in this scenario, the gain as a
function of risk is presented in Fig. 7.

SCENARIO 2: Client is asking about price and gives some
ranges of MWh. The market offers are the same as in scenario
1. But from the trader point of view there some new risk factor
is emerged, e.g. the prediction of prices on the market or the
average prices from the same period in historical data. The
profit as a function of risk is modeled as shown in Fig. 8.

Fig. 7. The gain as function of risk for scenario 1.

Fig. 8. The gain as function of risk for scenario 2, the uncertainty of price
is considered.

Fig. 9. The gain as function of risk for scenario 3. When no risk is considered
the gain is lower than in scenario 1, but higher than minimum portfolio profit.
With 11% of risk the scenario 3 gives the same profit as the scenario 1. On
average the profit will be greater (we will gain about 300emore), in the most
favorable situation the proposed scenario is 25% better.

SCENARIO 3: This is active point of work for trader. Using
available market contracts he is in charge of building offers for
customers. The proposed profit distribution is shown in Fig.9,

SCENARIO 4

The choose of the best scenario. the optimal portfolio is
proposed by optimization algorithm at given value of risk.
The comparison of many scenarios, as shown in Fig. 10 is
used.

V. CONCLUSIONS

The algorithms for risk management were adopted to elec-
tricity exchange. The computer program using these methods
was implemented and tested on Windows XP and Debian
Linux, the calculations on historical data from polish electric-
ity market proved the usability of presented approach. The



Fig. 10. The profit as function of risk, comparison for scenario 1 and scenario 3. The trader choose the acceptable value ofrisk and application suggests
the best scenario.

practical implementations in trading companies and energy
plants are planned and partners able to test and develop
presented system are searched.
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